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ABSTRACT 

Results are given of a reanalysis of some data from a Bevatron 

experiment on the decay modes Kl i-- ++ +-? +- -r 7r, rp v, 7~ e v, andp ~1. 

The ratio I’(K’ L -+ ?;‘r-)/I’(Ktp 3 + $e 3) is found to be @. 77 f. 065) x 10v3, 

so that I’(KfI, -x’p-)/I’(KL - all) is (1.82&O. 08) X 10 -3 . A limit is 

obtained for I’(Kt - p+p-)/l?(Ki - 7r’7r-) of < 1.53 X 10 -6 (90% C.L.), 

24% higher than in the original analysis of this data. 
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I 

In the summer of 1972 the CP violating decay mode Kl - n’r- was an un- 
4\ 

controversial if enigmatic highlight of experimental physics. Since then, how- 

ever, the apparently well measured branching ratio (KL - ,*r-)/ (eL - all)l 

has been subjected to seriousquestioning from several sources.2 These recent 

experiments seem to advocate a branching ratio about 35% higher than previously 

accepted - a discrepancy of perhaps 8 standard deviations. At the same time a 

large discrepancy appeared between measurements of the branching ratio 

(I$ - p+p-)/(q- all). 3’4 The latter branching ratio is closely related ex- 

perimentally to the former, and, with the introduction of CP violating amplitudes5 

to explain the unexpected initial dimuon result, the two ratios also became closely 

coupled theoretically. In the absence of these CP violating amplitudes, a unitarity- 

based lower bound on the branching ratio of 6 x lo-’ appeared to be violated by the 

first experiment3 (< 1.8 x lo-‘, 90% C. L.), but not by the second 4 *x1o-g). (gW3 

The 1970 Revatron experiment3 on the dimuon ratio yielded a large number 

of events of the classes tiL - r+lr-, **/J’v and r*e’v. A reexamination of these 

data has been carried out in the hope of casting some light on both discrepancies. 

This is a report of the work. 

More specifically, two aspects are discussed, RI = I’(q - 7rf?r-)/r&i-all), 

for which only a fraction of the data were used, and F$=I’(eL-’ fi’p-)/P(KL - r’r-), 

which required all the data. There is much in common between the two analyses, 

and it was felt that the first part could act as an important cross-check of the 

second. This is particularly true of the simulation program, which could thus be 

tested against large samplesof three decay modes rather than of just one. 

Apparatus Performance and Data Reduction 

In a series of previous reports 6,798 on several aspects of this experiment, 

descriptions were given of the apparatus, Fig, 1, and its performance. Conse- 

quently a brief commentary is adequate here. 
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A Kt beam of momentum 1 C&V/c -3 GeV/c (Fig. 2) was derived at 3.7” 

?rom a copper target at the end of a Bevatron extracted proton beam line. After 

a magnetically swept, shadow collimated, 7.6 m long beam pipe of solid angle 

0.85 msr (the final 2 m in vacua), the pL beam traversed a 5.8 m long evacuated 

decay volume D Beyond this it passed through a shielded channel between the two 

arms of the apparatus to a beam dump. The beam typically contained about lo6 

K”L f rom each Bevatron pulse and perhaps 500 times this number of neutrons and 

gammas. 

The KL decays which the twin-spectrometer apparatus detected and recorded 

had the following properties : 

1. One charged particle of each sign entered the appropriate spectrometer 

magnet and was deflected back and roughly parallel to the beam line. 

2. On both sides, after deflection the trajectory passed through a pair of 

hodoscope counter banks which restricted angles of interest in the hori- 

zontal plane to a range of approximately +45 mr from the direction 

parallel to the beam line. This was modified for trajectories identified 

by the Cerenkov counters as electrons to approximately -15 mr to + 45 mr 

from the beam line, effectively reducing the excessive Ke3 trigger rate. 

Negative angles signify convergence with the beam line. ‘. 

3. The trajectories gave signals in aperture-defining counters at the first 

and second hodoscope banks on each side. 

4. The signals f<om the two sides were closely isochronous (within %5 ns 

approximately). , 

This trigger scheme restricted the range of acceptable secondary particles 

to those with transverse momenta in the plane of the apparatus greater than about 

195 MeV/c. Consequently the eligible decay modes were Ke3, I(c13, and charged 

two body channels. 
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To identify the secondary particles, Cerenkov counters (Freon 12 at 1 atmos- 
- 

phere) signalled the passage of electrons. Three photomultiplier tubes were used 

in each counter. To veto electrons in the angular range -15 mr to -45 mr con- 

vergent to the beam line (as mentioned above), only the central tube was used, 

giving an effective veto efficiency of about 95%. The Cerenkov counters were 

calibrated in an electron beam to have efficiency > 99.6% for detecting electrons. 

No method was found, however, to monitor the efficiency to better than 5 or 10% 

during operation. From test beam results and from data from K&3 and Kxr events 

the accidental mislabeling of ,u and 7r as electrons was (2.14 f 0.20)%. 

The excellent performance of the range telescopes for the range-momentum 

identification of muons has been detailed elsewhere. 7 Although the detection 

efficiency for muons is essentially 100% there remains a momentum-dependent 

probability of several percent that a pion (for example by decaying in flight) will 

exhibit the range of a muon of the same momentum. 

The wire spark chamber spectrometers measured the momenta of the tra- 

jectories to & 0.6% on average, and from this measurement and reconstruction of 

the decay vertex position several kinematic quantities were calculated. On the 

assumption that the decay process involved only two secondaries, the Kk trajec- 

tory was calculated and could be tested to see whether it appeared& originate 

at the target. On the further assumption of identity of the secondaries an invariant 

mass for the reaction was calculated. The typical mass resolution for the G 

mass was f 1.4 MeV/c2 R. M. S. 

The invariant mass and target properties were used to identify the two body 

processes, in particular Ip, 
+- 47171 , and unacceptable candidates were then 

treated as three-body decays. 
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Making tentative identification by the presence or absence of a Cerenkov - 

signal, Ke3 and IQ3 decays were reconstructed, albeit with the familiar quad- 

ratic ambiguity of two possible solutions for the KL momentum (p,) and the 

Dalitz plot position. 

After bulk processing to this condition the reconstructed data were avail- 

able for comparatively inexpensive further analysis. 

I1cK0, - ?r+7r-)/l?(eL -c all): Analysis of Data Sample 

To examine the relative abundances of the three decay schemes in question 

only a fraction of the available data was needed. In examination of the recon- 

structed data an inefficiency was found in the rear left side of the apparatus, 

exhibiting itself as marked broad flattening of the track distributions in the 

planes of the various detectors. The effect became progressively more notice- 

able in the last 60% of the data.. Although Monte Carlo studies indicate that the 

relative acceptances of tiL -p’p- and c - 7r,‘*- were affected by less than 

1% by this effect, the data sample selected here was chosen from an early 

sequence of runs which showed good symmetry between the two sides. 

The general philosophy was adopted that the 2n mode should be identified 

as in the K~/J : Krx analysis by the kinematic quantities invariant mass and KL 

trajectory consistency with the position of the production target. The three- 

body modes would be identified as far as possible by range and Cerenkov infor- 

mation, with recourse to kinematic tests minimized, contrary to recent practice 

in the field. 

Certain tests and cuts (Table I) were applied to all data. An examination 

was made of the precision with which the segments of trajectories in front of 

and behind the magnets coincided with each other at the magnet mid-plane. 

LiberaI limits on the discrepancy were set, reducing the incidence of decay in 
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- flight in the sample. A cut was also imposed on the separation of the two tra- 

jectories at their “vertex”, again liberal and effective only against decays in 

flight o 

A fiducial volume was defined for the vertex positions to help eliminate low 

level backgrounds to the KL -pp search. Its importance to this discussion is 

that any contamination by I$ production at the front walls of the decay volume 

was eliminated, as was a background of events caused by neutron interactions 

there. This second class could not be identified as eL decays in any case. 

Further cuts applied to all data discussed here were secondary momentum 

limits of 550-1800 MeV/c, rejecting only a few percent of events, and cuts 

applied to the intersection of the projected trajectory with the front face of the 

range telescope. 

A profile of one of the range telescopes is shown in Fig. 3. A detailed 

analysis of the multiple scattering of muons in these instruments was carried 

out and subsequently checked by using a spark chamber behind the initial lead- 

graphite degrader thickness. 9 On the basis of these results it was decided that 

the probability of a muon multiple scattering out of the telescope at an apparent 

range too short for the muon classification was adequately small if trajectories 

passing within a 10 cm margin around the edge of the face of the telescope were 

rejected. To be certain about this the analysis was performed with both 12.5 cm 

and 7.5 cm margins. 

The criterion employed in muon identification made use of an empirically 

corrected range-momentum relation’ and straggling width. Allowing for the 

asymmetry in the range straggling and slight counter inefficiencies a cutoff was 

made at more than approximately 3 counters short of the expected p range - 

see Fig. 4. 
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The use of the Cerenkov counter partially to eliminate the large number 

of converging electron trajectories was noted above. The resultant complica- 

tions in analysis were much reduced by eliminating from consideration all tra- 

jectories with a Cerenkov signal converging-more steeply than 15 mr with the 

beam axis. 

Based on combinations of the various signatures chosen for event identifica- 

tion the data were divided into several categories (Table II). The various distri- 

butions of the small ambiguous categories were examined in detail to attempt 

to estimate the make-up of their populations. For the two cases of range telescope 

fiducial margin cuts mentioned above the population distribution is given in 

Table JII. 

Some histograms are shown to illustrate the appearance of the data. The 

clean separation of Knx events with a range cut exclusive of muons can be seen 

in Fig. 5a, while Fig. 5b indicates the occurrence of some .K?T?T events with one 

range within the muon criterion - over a background of K1.13 events. An indi- 

cation of the sharpness of the muon range curve is given in Fig. 4. The observed 

range minus the expected range is plotted for part of the data, and the muon 

identification cutoff is indicated. 

The errors quoted represent statistical and conservatively estimated sys- 

tematic uncertainties for the separation. Corrections are necessary for the 

effect of n decay in flight, which can for example contaminate Kp3 with some 

K7rn category failures, for the small losses of muons by multiple scattering, 

for the effects of the Cerenkov veto - even by accidentals - on ambiguous 

categories involving the Cerenkov counters, and for brems s trahlung effects. 

The category of uncertain identification, XXX, shows evidence that at 

least a major fraction of it consists of KK?T events where a 71 has decayed in 
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flight roughly in the plane of the apparatus. The vertical “target” distribution 

is somewhat peaked, whereas its horizontal counterpart is flat by comparison 

with acceptable Kna events. The invariant mass distribution shows evidence of 

a very broad peak‘rather lower than the K mass, not resembling the distribution 

for any other identification category but consistent with computer simulation 

studies of decay in flight. The range distributions are broader than those of 

pions in clearly identified K events - which presumably have decayed in flight 

less frequently than the XXX candidates. Finally, the distribution in conver- 

gence of the tracks in the rear of the apparatus shows a fraction of the category 

converging strongly on the beam line, consistent with decay in flight before 

pas sing the magnets ., No evidence is found from the shapes of Dalitz plots of 

such events that they exhibit any characteristics of the semi-leptonic decays. 

It is believed that they do not represent any significant loss from the clearly 

constrained categories used for the data and its simulation. This category 

corresponds to about 3.4% of the final corrected number of Krr events. 

Data Simulation 

To make use of these numbers for branching ratio evaluations it was, of 

course, necessary to simulate the response of the apparatus to the various decay 

modes O The program used for this was also used in the 1-1~ :QT~ analysis discussed 

below O 

The apparatus was represented by realistic geometrical constructions. 

The magnetic fields were represented for horizontal trajectory components by 

a simple thin prism approximation, but a detailed study was made to allow 

satisfactory representation of the vertical focusing. Because of the uniformity 

of the field integrals to better than -I 1% over 95% of the useful aperture, this 

approach gave excellent results. 
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Resolution functions for the spectrometers and multiple scattering in the 

hodoscope-Cerenkov counter region were included at least in approximation. 

Use was made of the observed angular distributions in the hodoscopes as pro- 

jected by the spark.chambers to adjust the two field strengths in the simulation 

to the correct values, and the locations of the hodoscope banks were also deter- 

mined most accurately from the data. 

TheKL momentum spectrum was determined by comparison of the data and 

simulation for K?rn events with corrections applied for r decay in flight. 

For reasons of economy, the effects of decay in flight were evaluated in a 

separate program. This had the disadvantage that direct graphical comparison 

between data and simulation was only approximate. In the case of the two body 

decay, however, the approximation is very good if the simulated K spectrum 

has not been corrected for decay in flight losses - essentially because the loss 

of events is largely uncoupled from the pion momentum by the correlation 

between the momentum dependent decay probabilities on the two sides. This 

establishes confidence that no systematic mischief was introduced by the 

separation. 

Radiative corrections 10 were applied to the Ke3 rate calculation. The 

possibility of loss of data because of the soft photon emission (not’accounted 

for in Ginsberg’s formulae) was investigated and found to be negligible within 

the uncertainties of the work. The size of the radiative correction is (-4.4)% 

and its error is assumed to be *O. 5% or less. 

Despite the approximation involved, comparisons of data and simulation 

before correction for decay in flight are shown in graphs starting at Fig. 6. 

This displays the decay point distribution along the length of the decay volume 

for K7rr events. A secondary momentum spectrum is shown in Fig. 7, while 

a hodoscope trigger angle distribution appears in Fig. 8. 
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Similar distributions have been examined for the w3 and Ke3 data (e.g., 4. 
Fig. 9)) along with Dal& plot projections, and also other spatial distributions 

and numerous correlations. The agreement between data and simulation is satis- 

factory except for the trigger angle distribution of pions from Ke3 on the right side 

of the apparatus, Fig. 9(b). Although this nonstatistical discrepancy is unexplained, 

there is no further indication of a systematic effect influencing the branching 

ratio measurements. It is concluded that the simulation program represents 

the data well and that for the few parameters on which accuracy depends (for 

example field strength) uncertainties can reliably be evaluated. 

Losses caused by decay in flight of pions were calculated with the help of 

modified versions of the simulation routines. The loose cuts applied to the 

events tend to fall in the middle of the distributions of events with a decay in 

flight. This, plus the approximate treatment of the resolution functions means 

that the systematic errors associated with the decay in flight corrections are 

comparatively large. 

Results 

In quoting the geometrical acceptance efficiencies of K1.13 and Ke3 it is 

convenient to give values relative to the K7rn efficiency under the same condi- 

tions. In the cases where 7.5 cm and 12.5 cm range telescope margin cuts 

were applied, the K~?T absolute efficiencies were 2.4 x 10 -3 and 1.9 X 10 -3 

respectively for the approximately 10% of decays occurring in the decay 

volume. 

The observed samples of the three decay modes and the corrections applied 

to them are shown in Table IV. 

Note that the correction for the Cerenkov counter induced losses of KT?T 

events was estimated directly from the category KraC and the knowledge of the 
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hodoscope angle distribution. A similar loss of Kp3’s was checked in the 
-h 

categories Kp3C and indicated that the probability of a Cerenkov signal was the 

same - (2.1 f 0.2)% - for muons and pions. 

For K1.13 events, calculation9 indicates that 1.52% of muons should be lost 

from the sample by multiple scattering from the fiducial volume inside the pro- 

jected 7.5 cm range telescope margin. From the data with the 12.5 cm cut the 

loss should be 0.30%. A comparison of the data and simulation programs for 

the two cases agrees with this estimate within statistics. 

One unique correction for the Ke3 events was estimated by simulation. 

This was the loss brought about by bremsstrahlung before the second hodoscope. 

The resulting spectrum of “softened” electrons could, of course, experience 

enough multiple scattering to escape the apparatus trigger. 

Only about 10% of the available Dalitz Plot phase space for the Kp3 and Ke3 

decay modes was accessible in this experiment. This, together with the strong 
*11 dependence of the rates on the form factor parameters 5 (0) and X+, precluded 

a direct measurement of the relative branching ratio. It was possible, however, 

to determine what values of the form factors are compatible with the observed 

ratio. This effectively has meant using the simulation program to determine the 

dependence of the acceptances on r; (0) and I+. Then, for comparison with experi- 

ment, the expected ratio was plotted as a function of these parameters. The 

12.5 cm and ‘7.5 cm cuts gave completely compatible results. The choice was 

made, however, to apply the 12.5 cm cut to the KJJS data, thus reducing the 

correction for multiple scattering in the degrader. An example of the acceptance 

relative to Kr7r for the same cuts is quoted below. 

In the Ke3 case there was no reason to so restrict the acceptance and so 

the 12.5 cm cut was imposed. The Ke3 acceptance is quoted with respect to 

* r(XLN)/VLe3) = 0.6452+0.1246 Re,$+O. 0186 15 12Cl. 316271,+0.437X- Ret 
t-O.0064 h, Reg. 
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the KITT acceptance for a 12.5 cm cut. 
- 

K/A~: ‘q 
I-L 

= (1.515 + 0.018)x 1O-2 (((0) = -0.25, A+ = 0.03) 

Ke3: T, = (6.15 I 0.17) x 1O-3 (t (0) = -0.25, A+ = 0.03) 

The errors represent the statistical and estimated systematic uncertainties 

in the simulation: 

stat: K7rn f 0.6%; K/A~ f 0.825%; Ke3 * 0.72% 

syst: TT/P~ + 0.68%; m/e3 +2.55%; 1-13/e3 f 2.0% 

The systematic errors allow for uncertainties in the spectrometer field 

strengths, hodoscope position, KL spectrum, etc. The * 0.22% field strength 

uncertainty in each magnet was dominant and by itself contributed 

m/p3 f 0.4%; m/e3 + 2.1%; p3/e3 + 1.7% 

Note that an error in the field strength which would cause P(Kp3)/l?(Ke3) 

to be measured too high would also cause the other ratios to be too high. 

From these results a locus of acceptable values in (< (0), A+) space is 

obtained, represented by 

t(O) = (0.65 f 0.38) - 12.75 A+ (A-assumed = 0.0) .’ 

For example < (0) = 0.2675 if A+ = 0.03, corresponding to the branching 

ratio 

r(K/A3)/r(Ke3) = 0.7194 & 0.049 

The result given by the Particle Data Group 11 is 

r(K~3)/l?(Ke3) = 0.6933 f 0,019 
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In view of the notoriety of these decay modes, the arbitrary decision was 
c, 

made to take the semileptonic modes together in quoting a branching ratio for 

the ~‘7r- channel. The sum of the semileptonic rates has been assumed fixed 

relative to the 3n channels independent of any assumption about the form factors. 

From the Particle Data Tables 

r(Kp3 + Ke3)/r(K - all) = 0.657 * 0. 01 , 

Then, for 

t(O)=-0.25, h+=O.O3, A =O.O , 

l-‘(K - mr)/l?(K/..i3 +Ke3) = (2.767 * 0.065) x 10-3, 

or 

R1 = ryK+7q/r(K -all) = (1.818* 0.050)x 10m3 e 

The sensitivity to the form factors is quite strong, 

1 AR1 R1 ar; = -0.042, 1 AR1 . R, A'l+ = -2.53. 

The values 5 (0) = - 0.25 ho. 5, A+ = 0.03 -Ir: 0.01 are imposed as represen- 

tative of a consensus of available results. Taking these errors in quadrature 

with the other experimental uncertainties, _> 

w; - n+7i-)/r(KOL-+ all) = (1.818 f 0.078)x low3 

ug+P +p-)w : + -) -+lr T : Analysis of the Data Sample 

The first published result of the data being used here was the limit 

rc+ k4w(KO, - all) < 1.8 x 10m9 (90% C. L. )3. A subsequent measure- 

ment4 reported I’(KL -p p)/I’(eL - all) = (9.1 Tg ) x 10S9 based on 9 events, 
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in violent disagreement. Both these results assumed RI = I’(KL --t x-7$/ 

- ro$-+ all) = (1.57+0.05) x 10q3. 

In the original analysis of the Bevatron experiment the two-body decay candi- 

dates were selected by imposing cuts on the various available distributions of the 

reconstructed event parameters. The reanalysis presently reported, however, 

was modeled as far as possible after that of the contradictory experiment in the 

unfulfilled hope of gaining an insight into possible systematic biases at the root 

of the discrepancy. A x2 was calculated for all AT and pp candidates, and back- 

ground rejection was based on this criterion as far as possible. The variables 

used were: 

1 and 2: Transverse horizontal (x) and vertical (y) coordinates of the recon- 

structed $ trajectory projected back to the production target plane. 

The distributions of these variables were dependent on the KL momen- 

tum (p,) and were so treated. 

3: The difference between y coordinates of the right and left secondary 

tracks where they appeared to cross in the x-z plane. This, rather 

than the shortest distance between tracks, was chosen for convenience 

in the reanalysis. The distribution depended on the angle of tip of the 

event out of the plane of the apparatus, and also on the distance of the ., 
KL decay point from the target. 

4 and 5: The difference between the vertical slopes of the trajectories in front 

of and behind the magnets, left and right sides respectively. These 

were corrected for focusing effects of the magnets, and the distribu- 

tions .were treated as dependent on the particle momentum and the 

intersection of the trajectory with the magnet midplane. 

To allow for possible variations with calendar time, the data were broken 

down into eight sequences of contiguous runs which were then treated independ- 

ently . 
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The means and R. M. S. values of the distributions were obtained from 4, 

KL + n7r candidates. For this purpose clean and essentially unbiased samples 

were obtained by imposing a mass cut (492-504 MeV/c2), a range cut (less than 

the shortest possibie range of a muon of the same momentum), and a cut on 

the horizontal displacement between the front and rear straight line trajectories 

projected to the magnet midplane (to help eliminate pion decays in flight). These 

restrictions were removed before the complete data sample was surveyed, 

using the distribution parameters so obtained. 

X2 Survey of the Data 

Some cuts were applied to all the data: 

1. A cut on the horizontal displacement between front and rear tracks 

projected to the center planes of the magnet, similar in nature to the 

cut in the last paragraph. The limits were set for convenience at 

*4 to *6 standard deviations as determined from the’Kxn data. This 

distribution was shown to be only weakly correlated to the other vari- 

ables chosen, and the cuts were effective against pion decays in flight 

and the infrequent cases where the true trajectory had been mis- 

identified because of excessive multiplicity in the front spark chambers. :2 
2. A lower momentum cut on secondary trajectories at 450 MeV/c and an 

upper limit to the KL momentum of 3.15 GeV/c, together excluding 

< 0.5% of data. 

3. Fiducial volume cuts on the KL decay point as discussed in the pre- 

vious part of this report. 

4. An 8 standard deviation cut at the KL production target to reduce the 

number of three-body decays in the data. 
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- r’r- Events 

The Kr7r candidates were subdivided into four categories to help in the 

separation from the remaining Kp 3 events. Since the range telescopes were 

useful only for momenta above 550 MeV/c, events with a trajectory of momentum 

less than this were separated from the rest. The data were then further divided 

according to whether or not the range of any trajectory with momentum above 

550 MeV/c was shorter than that of a muon of the same momentum. In no case 

were both momenta below 550 MeV/c. 

Invariant mass plots of these subgroups are illustrated in Fig. 10 for three 

values of a maximum X2 cutoff. The X2 distributions are shown in Fig. 11. 

Note that because of poverty in statistics the low momentum data were analyzed 

with distribution parameters obtained at a higher mean momentum, and this 

causes their poor fit to the theoretical x 2 curve. That the poor distributions 

for the “muon range” events are caused by K1.13 contamination is supported by 

the observation that it is the “target” distributions which cause the failure. 

Excluding these components from the X2 the distributions are acceptable. 

The imposition of a limit on permissible x 2 at 20 excludes less than 1.5% 

of all the K7r7r events. Within this limit and in the mass range 493 < rnrH < 502 

MeV/c2 there are 820, 869 Knn events after background subtraction with an 

uncertainty in the range of 51%. 

I$ -p$- Candidates 

Events with mass m 
l-w 

between 480 and 510 MeV/c’ were histogrammed 

and in most cases those with m 
l-w 

greater than 490 MeV/c2 were examined 

individually. A simple selection on x2 of ~30 (or ~20) retained a statistically 

smooth background at a level of -35 (-25) events per MeV/c2 at the K mass. 
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- As the next step in the examination of these candidates, their ranges were 
-h 

employed for the first time. The performance of the range telescopes, as 

noted above, was excellent. 7 Because of multiple scattering in the degrader, 

a conservative margin of 5 cm was taken at the edges of the sensitive areas 

of the range counters. If the projected trajectory of a muon at its observed 

stopping counter fell closer to the edge than this margin, the trajectory was 

considered unidentifiable. In this case the event was retained for further 

analysis only if the other projected track stopped at least 10 cm in from the 

edge of its last range counter. This requirement is similar to the Kp3 range 

criterion of the first section of the report. An equivalent condition was required 

of events where one particle had momentum below 550 MeV/c and was conse- 

quently unidentifiable. Events failing this fiducial volume test averaged a rate 

of 5 per MeV/c2 (X 2 ~20) at the KL mass, and showed no evidence of a K 
l-v 

bump. 

The majority of the remaining data had a track with no signal in one or both 

range telescopes where a track of from 2 to 17 counters would be expected. 

Again these showed no evidence of a K peak, but at a level of -20 events per 

MeV/c2 at the K mass. They were removed from the sample. 

The remaining events are illustrated in Fig. 12, where they are divided 

according to whether or not both eligible ranges exceed a penetration depth of 

two counters short of the least possible muon range. At this stage in the treat- 

ment the analogy between this experiment and the contradictory one is probably 

at its closest. In anticipation of the normalization of this data it-may be noted 
+6 that the alternative result’ would require g-3 Kpp events in this selection. 

Inside the same mass limits as were used to specify K?TT events there are 

18 K@p candidates with ranges > 0 for trajectories inside the margin cuts and 
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X2 ~20. Tightening the range criterion sequentially to (least possible muon 4 
range-N counters) N = 6, 4, 2 reduces the number of candidates to 6, 4, and 2 

respectively, the last two appearing in Fig. 12 (b). 

For these 18 events we have considered the probability of an apparent range 

shortening through multiple scattering, estimating the scattering at the observed 

end of range by using the experimentally tested numerical integration. ’ All 

events have at least one trajectory at three or more standard deviations from 

the edge of the detector. Eight of the 18, however, have both trajectories within 

five standard deviations of scattering out of the telescopes. Some parameters 

of the most suspicious candidates are listed in Table V where events 3 and 4 

are the entries near 500 MeV/c2 in Fig. 12(b). 

In most of these cases scattering is at least as probable a mechanism for 

failure as extreme range straggling. Using the empirical information on scat- 

tering,range straggling distributions and counter efficiency, the probabilities 

of the candidates having been Kpp events range downwards from -0.1%. Fur- 

ther, the trajectory horizontal continuity information from the spectrometers 

may be introduced at this stage to eliminate event 5 with a discontinuity of more 

than 5 standard deviations. 

The conclusion drawn is that beyond the three standard deviation probability 

level there are no KL -rpp events among these candidates. 

The Ratio R2 = J?(KL -g+p-)/r(eL - ?T+-T-) 

The simulation program discussed above was used to evaluate the relative 

acceptances of the 2n and 2~ modes under the conditions of the latter analysis. 

A simulated K/J~ trigger angle distribution is illustrated in Fig. 9(b). The 

agreement between data and simulation for the Kxn distributions is, of course, 

good. The relative acceptance ratio for fully efficient apparatus is 

$$ = (74.75 * 0.56)% 
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The effect of the inefficiency in the spark chambers, already noted, has 
- 

been examined in detail and modifies the acceptance ratio to 

$$ = (75.35 f 0.56)% 

The magnet current uncertainty discussed above for the results of the RI 

measurement has a quite small effect here, an uncertainty of * 0.4%. The 

sense is such that an error causing the other branching ratio to be too high as 

measured would also cause l?(K~~)/l?(Knx) to be too high. 

The loss of K~11-l events caused by multiple scattering out of the range tele- 

scopes of the muons inside the projected fiducial volume is 0.28%. A further 

correction factor for decays in flight of K7rr events increases the observed 

sample by a factor of I. 382, as determined by the simulation program. Almost 

all such decays in flight occurring before the final spark chambers caused 

rejection from the Kn7r sample. Consequently, the correction factor is easy to 

evaluate and can be applied with confidence. 

Since the Kpp candidates have all been rejected with probabilities 510 -3 , 

the limit is obtained: 

- P+P-I R2 r(flL = 2.3026 82 0869 x - 0.9972 1 x 0.7535 x - 1.382 1 
, 

< - 1.534 x lo-6 (90% c. L. ) 

Comments and Conclusions 

First, concerning the branching fraction of the Knn channel, Fig. 13 illus- 

trates the published measurements in approximate calendar sequence. lq2 The 

most precise of these was actually inferred from a measurement by an ampli- 

tude interference technique of 7 +- = A (Kk - rf?r-)/A$ -c nc7r-). Ignoring 

the rather esoteric possibility of secular time dependence of the decay process, 
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there appears to be some latent systematic difficulty in at least one set of 
- 

experiments. The branching ratio average prior to 1970 was (0.157 f 0.005)%, 

whereas subsequent to 1971 the average is (0.210 f 0.0043)%, eight standard 

deviations apart. The result here is hardly compatible with either the old 

measurements (2. 7 standard deviations) or the new (3.1 standard deviations). 

The reanalysis of the dimuon search data has also failed to resolve its 

conflict. Errors have been uncovered in the original analysis, 3 notably an 

erroneous subtraction of the momentum dependent K1-13 background to the KT~ 

events, and in the simulation program. One consequence has been that the 

number of Knx events used for normalization has decreased. Also the correc- 

tion to the Kl spectrum (which now resembles the K* production spectra 

acceptably) and the corrected simulation program have combined to lower the 

calculated sensitivity of the experiment. The result originally quoted was too 

optimistic by about 24%. This is totally inadequate to close the gap between 

the two results. The highest joint probability of agreement is 3.5 X 10 -4 for a 

hypothetical branching ratio of R2 = 2.9 X 10w6. 

With respect to the question of the unitarity limit5’ l2 the situation is 

clouded principally by the uncertainty of the Kxr branching fraction R 1’ For 

this reason three values are quoted as possible results from this experiment: 

If Rl = 1.57 x 10 -3 , r(K”L -p+p)/r(KO, -all) <2,41X 10m9 

If RI = 1.82 x 10m3, r(K:-++p-)/r(?L -all)<2.8 x 10 -9 

If RI ~2.10 x 10m3, r(Kk -p+p-)/I$, -all) <3.22x 10 -9 , 

the limits being at 90% C. L. 
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Since the unitarity calculation, based on K: - yy and n’lr-r rate measure- 
4 

ments, imposes a lower limit on the KL --L~‘P- branching ratio of 5.5 X 10 -9 

(assuming 177 o. I = 2.0 x 10q3 to be conservative), the agreement of the above 

numbers with theory is at probability levels of 0.52%, 1.10/c, and 2.0% respec- 

tively . 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Apparatus, plan view. H is an array of horizontal scintillators , F and R 

- are hodoscopes of vertical scintillators used to define the trigger angle, 

and T is a counter used for tight timing. 

2. KL momentum spectrum. 

3. Cerenkov counter and range telescope, elevation view. 

4. Muon range distribution showing nominal cutoff. Abscissa is: observed 

range minus shortest expected muon range. 

5. (a) Mass distribution for Kr?r class events. 

(b) Mass distribution for K7rq~ class events. 

6. Longitudinal decay distribution of K~?T events. 

7. Pion spectrum for Km events. 

8. Hodoscope trigger angle distribution for Km events. Negative angles 

signify convergence with the beam axis. 

9. (a) Hodoscope trigger angle distributions for pions from I(iL3. 

(b) Hodoscope trigger angle distributions for pions from Ke3. The smooth 

curve represents the simulated up distribution and illustrates the 

overlap between the Ke3 and mp cases. 

10. Invariant mass distributions of K~UT candidates for three values of the x2 

cutoff. 

(a) Both momenta > 550 MeV/c; both ranges <p range. 

(b) Roth momenta > 550 MeV/c; either range 1~ range. 

(c) Either momentum ~550 MeV/c; both ranges <p range. 

(d) Either momentum ~550 MeV/c; either range 1~ range. 

11. X2 distributions for the Kkr candidates. Ideal curves for x2 of five vari- 

ables and three variables are shown. The production target variables are 

dropped from the five-variable to form the three-variable X2. The 

divisions (a)-(d) are as in Fig. 10. 
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12. Mass distributions of K@p candidates. 
-h 

(a) For trajectories with momentum > 550 MeV/c inside the fiducial 

volume, range is greater than zero but more than two counters short 

of the least possible ‘muon range. 

(b) As (a) except that either range is longer than the upper limit in (a). 

13. Experimental results on the Knn branching ratio RI, in approximate 

calendar sequence of data acquisition. See Ref. 1 and 2. Open circle 

denotes this experiment. Note the suppressed zero of the ordinate. 
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I 

TABLE I 

List of Cuts Common to All Data 

1. Trajectories projected from front and rear met at the magnet centre plane 

within &2.0 cm horizontally, *l. 0 cm vertically, 

2. Front trajectories passed through the vacuum box window. 

3. The vertex lay within -+17.8 cm vertically and horizontally of the beam axis. 

4. In the range 762 cm to 813 cm from the target (near the entrance to the 

decay volume), the vertex lay within * 10.2 cm vertically and horizontally 

of the beam axis. 

5. Secondary momenta lay between 0.55 GeV/c and 1.8 CeV/c. 
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I 

TABLE II 

Category 
Km Tests ,u Test 

(Invariant Mass, Target) Nw ) 
e Test 

(Cerenkov) 

1 : Km 

2 : Kmp 

3 : KmC 

4 :Kp3 

5 : Kp3 Cl 

6 : Kp3 C2 

7 :Ke3 

8 :X&XX 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes, TT side 

Yes, p side 

Yes 

No 
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-n 

TABLE III 

Breakdown of Identification Categories 

Identification Label 7.5 cm cut 12.5 cm cut 

KL * AT K7M 

K7Trp 

KanC 

Total 

KLp3 

KLe 3 

K7Uf/.t 

KP~ 

Kp3 Cl 

Kp3 C2 

Total 

K7rnC 

Kp3 Cl 

Kp3 C2 

Ke3 

Total 

24517 + 249 

4446 -+ 235 

280 f 20 

29243 f 343 

385 f 193 

4857 f 235 

78260 f 280 

472 rt 400 

132 rt 25 

84106 f 577 

733 -+ 34 

4245 f 405 

287 f 30 

41126 f 203 

46391 * 455 

19575 rt 188 

3314 f 200 

202 f 25 

23091 f 282 

250 * 125 

4062 f 200 

58803 f 243 

400 f 400 

94% 20 

63609 f 565 

539 f 31 

3390 f 400 

239 f 25 

31920 h 179 

36088 -I 444 
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TABLE IV 

Data Samples and Corrections 

-7.5 cm cut 12.5 cm cut 

Raw events 

Correction for Cerenkov losses 

Correction for decay in flight 

Total 

Kp3: 

Raw events 

Correction for Cerenkov losses 

Subtraction of background from 
K?rr with T decay in flight 

Correction for fl multiple scatter- 
ing losses 

Correction for r decay in flight 

Total 

Ke3: 

Raw events 

Correction for Cerenkov losses 
of pions 

46391 f 455 

+501 f 45 

Correction for bremsstrahlung x (1.027 f 0.003) 

Correction for r decay in flight x (1.14 f 0.014) 

Corrected Total 54900 f 951 

29243 f 343 

+994 * 116 

x (1.38 * 0.025) 

41728 -f 906 

84106 i 577 

+3070 f 349 

-1834 iz 183 

x 1.0152 

x (1.14 f 0.014) 

98768 f 1458 

23091 * 282 

+805 f 92 

x (1.38 f 0.025) 

32976 -+ 724 

63609 f 565 

+2283 f 252 

-1449 f 145 

x 1.003 

x (1.14 5 0.014) 

73685 * 1160 

36088 + 444 

+390 f 35 

x (1. 027 f 0. 003) 

x (1.14 f 0.014) 

42708 * 804 
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TABLE V 

Parameters of Best K”Z, ---q’p- Candidates 

Mass 

Right Range Left Range 

X2 D P D P 

1. 494.0 7.01 3 7 x 1o-5 12 0.17 

2. 495.2 10.82 3 1 x 10 -3 11 0.095 

3. 499.8 9.00 1 0.2* 1 7 x 1o-5 

4. 499.8 6.55 8 0.35 1 1.4 x 1o-3 

5. 500.9 17.94 5 0.55 8 1.4 x 1o-3 

6. 501.2 1.78 12 0.19 8 9.5 x 1o-4 

D--Number of counters by which range falls short of the least possible muon 
range (defined at the 3 standard deviation point on the straggling distribu- 
tion). One counter ~2.5 standard deviations. 

P--Probability of muon escaping from range telescope at the observed end-of- 
range by multiple scattering. 

* In the track counters 2, 9, 10, 11 were present. The probability of scatter- 
.> 

ing out at the beginning of the telescope is 0.038. 
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